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That’s the conclusion of a newly published report, finding far fewer restatements, for
example, at companies that give shareholders approval rights.
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Companies that don’t allow shareholder involvement in the choice of auditors are 75% more
likely to make financial restatements, compared to firms that get audit-choice approval from
investors. That’s the finding of a study appearing in the January/February issue of The
Accounting Review, published by the American Accounting Association.

The article -- titled "Shareholder Voting on Auditor Selection, Audit Fees, and Audit Quality" --
shows that 8.1% of companies not giving investors such a vote later had to restate, compared
with 5.1% of companies with auditors up for a shareholder vote.

Recent questions about shareholder voting rights, of course, have extended as well into the
question of participation in approving mandatory rotation of auditors. But the study looks more
broadly at all investor involvement in auditor questions.

Researchers responsible for the report -- Kannan Raghunandan, an accounting professor at
Florida International University, who did the work with FIU colleague Dasartha V. Rama and Mai
Dao of the University of Toledo –- say that their research validates the assumptions that CFOs
and other executives have made about how shareholder ratification is a good thing for
companies.

Says Raghunandan, "The oddity is that over the course of all these decades no one ever
thought of actually testing whether getting the stockholders involved makes a difference. Well,
clearly it does, and, perhaps our findings will help motivate less wavering by regulators on this
issue."

Strengthening the Auditor’s Power

The study says that shareholder involvement “strengthens the power of the auditor in any
negotiations with management and increases the 'pressure to perform' on the auditor."  It adds:
"If there is a shareholder vote, then questions will be raised if an auditor who routinely gets 98%
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ratification drops down to 95 or 90% support from shareholders."

The study also suggests that to prevent a negative-vote outcome, even if that possibility is
remote, "it is likely that auditors would spend extra effort and be more cautious in negotiations
with the client."

The report notes that the Securities and Exchange Commission gave General Electric and Alcoa
leave to exclude from their annual meetings a shareholder proposal calling for rotation of
external auditors. Some weeks earlier the commission did the same for Hewlett Packard, Walt
Disney, and John Deere and early in the new year for AT&T, General Dynamics and others, the
report says, all on the grounds that such proposals run counter to a decades-old rule excluding
from proxy materials proposals that will affect a firm's "ordinary business.”

What Are the Shareholder’s Rights?

The article notes that there has been longstanding controversy about shareholder ratification of
a company's choice of external auditors, even if it often is seen as a routine aspect of corporate
governance.

Companies have invited investor ratification since the 1930s, and nearly all continue to do so
today. Yet the question of the shareholders' actual right to have a say on auditor selection
is uncertain, “notwithstanding the recommendation of a blue-ribbon Treasury commission in
2008 that annual shareholder ratification be mandatory,” according to the article.

The Florida International research, using data from 1,382 firms for the 2006 calendar year, also
found that audit fees were higher in firms with shareholder voting on auditor ratification. And it
determined firms at which shareholders only began to have vote on auditor ratification paid
higher fees than did firms for which a shareholder vote was stopped.

Are CEOs and CFOs Still in Control?

It was in the second part of the study that the authors found restatements – and also cases of
“abnormal accruals” – to be less likely at companies that allowed shareholder voting on auditor
selection.

The Sarbanes-Oxley Act put auditor matters in the hands of the company board’s audit
committee, rather than with management, as often was the case before.

But the Florida International research also cited previous reports noting that “the control over
hiring and firing the auditor serves as the core incentive for auditors to maintain or compromise
their independence.” That same earlier research claimed that most executives believed, even
after Sarbanes-Oxley took effect, that “the chief executive officer or the chief financial officer had
the most influence over the compensation of the external auditor,” with less than 30% believing
that the audit committee had the most influence.
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